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Discussion 2 - Solutions
Mixed Strategies and Important Games

1 Practice Problems

Mixed Strategies

1. * Ben and Jerry are playing Rock-paper-scissors to decide who gets the last scoop of
the half-baked cookie dough ice cream that is in the freezer. If they tie, they split the
scoop in half. Their payoffs are as follows:

Ben

Jerry
R P S

R 1, 1 0, 2 2, 0
P 2, 0 1, 1 0, 2
S 0, 2 2, 0 1, 1

(a) *Suppose that Ben thinks that Jerry is equally likely to choose rock or scissors,
what is Ben’s best response?

Calculate the expected utility for each action

EU(R) =
1

2
(1) +

1

2
(2) = 1.5

EU(P ) =
1

2
(2) +

1

2
(0) = 1

EU(S) =
1

2
(0) +

1

2
(1) = 0.5.

Thus Rock is the best response.

(b) *What is Ben’s best response if he thinks that Jerry will play scissors with 2/3
probability and paper with 1/3 probability?

Calculate the expected utility for each action

EU(R) =
1

3
(0) +

2

3
(2) =

4

3

EU(P ) =
1

3
(1) +

2

3
(0) =

1

3

EU(S) =
1

3
(2) +

2

3
(1) =

4

3
.

Thus either Rock or Scissors or any randomization of these two actions is a best
response.
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(c) *What is the unique Nash equilibrium?

NE = {(1
3
R + 1

3
P + 1

3
S, 1

3
R + 1

3
P + 1

3
S)}.

Remark. The unique Nash equilibrium has both players choosing either strategy
with probability 1/3. Note that the + sign I use does not mean I am adding
strategies. Instead it is a common short-hand notation for mixed strategies, For
example, if the coefficient of one action is equal to 1, then the notation coincides
with our previous notation for pure strategies.

(d) Suppose Jerry loves wining by playing Rock. When it happens he gets an extra
unit of payoff. What is the NE now?

The matrix is very similar except for one number: Therefore the unique Nash

Ben

Jerry
R P S

R 1, 1 0, 2 2, 0
P 2, 0 1, 1 0, 2
S 0, 3 2, 0 1, 1

equilibria is (1
3
R+ 5

12
P + 1

4
S, 1

3
R+ 1

3
P + 1

3
S). Note that Ben must play Scissors

less frequently and Paper more frequently to compensate for the fact that Jerry
has a taste for Rock.

2. Two little kids, Cora and Judah, enjoy when they happen to come to school with
matching t-shirts. Each of them wears only three colors, purple, yellow and g. Their
payoffs are given by the table below:

Cora

Judah
p y g

P 3, 1 0, 0 0, 0
Y 0, 0 1, 3 0, 0
G 0, 0 0, 0 1, 1

(a) *Find all the NE in pure strategies.

These are {(P, p); (Y, y); (G, g)}. This is a coordination game.

(b) *Write down Cora’s payoff from each strategy as a function of the mixed strategy
played by Judah and viceversa

I’ll denote Cora’s expected payoff by EUc and Judah’s by EUj. I’ll denote the
probabilities with which each action is played by Cora using αP , αY , αG ≥ 0 where
αP +αY +αG = 1, similarly for Judah using βp, βy, βg ≥ 0 with βp + βy + βg = 1.

EUc(P ) = 3βp EUj(p) = 1αP

EUc(Y ) = 1βy EUj(y) = 3αY

EUc(G) = 1βg EUj(g) = 1αG

(c) * Find a Nash equilibrium where Judah and Cora randomize between the yellow
and the green shirts. We have that αP = βp = 0 and two equations for each
player: βy = βg and βy + βg = 1 for Judah, and 3αY = αG and αY + αG = 1 for
Cora. We get that the NE is (1

4
Y + 3

4
G, 1

2
y + 1

2
g)
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(d) (challenge) Find the other 3 equilibria that use mixed strategies1.

The other 3 equilibria are:{(
3

4
P +

1

4
Y,

1

4
p+

3

4
y

)
;

(
1

2
P +

1

2
G,

1

4
p+

3

4
g

)
;

(
3

7
P +

1

7
Y +

3

7
G;

1

7
p+

3

7
y +

3

7
g

)}

Oligopoly: Competition between firms

3. * In the city of Macondo there are only two companies that make smartphones. The
demand (in hundreds of dollars) is given by P = 10 − 3Q, where Q = q1 + q2 is the
total quantity supplied of smartphones (in thousands of units). Firms have constant
marginal costs c1 and c2 and compete a la Cournot.

(a) * Write down each firms’ profit function and best response function.

π1(q1, q2) = (10− 3(q1 + q2))q1 − c1q1 π2(q1, q2) = (10− 3(q1 + q2))q2 − c2q2

q∗1(q2) =
10− c1 − 3q2

6
q∗2(q1) =

10− c2 − 3q1
6

(b) * If c1 < c2 should we expect the equilibrium to be symmetric?

No, in the optimum firms will equate their marginal benefit for producing more,
with their marginal cost, so we should expect them to take different actions.

(c) * Assume that c1 < c2 < 10 and Find the NE.

NE = (q∗1, q
∗
2) =

(
10 + c2 − 2c1

9
,
10 + c1 − 2c2

9

)

(d) Which firm produces more smartphones? Which firm’s profit is larger?

Notice that q∗1 > q∗2, since c2 + 2c2 > c1 + 2c1 implies that c2−2c1 > c1−2c2. The
profits of each firm are:

π∗
1 =

1

3

(
10 + c2 − 2c1

9

)2

π∗
2 =

1

3

(
10 + c1 − 2c2

9

)2

.

Therefore, π∗
1 > π∗

2.

(e) How do the profits of firm 1 change when their marginal cost increases? What
about when the marginal cost of the other firm increases?

From the equations above, it is clear that each firm’s profit is decreasing in the
firms own marginal cost, but increasing in the other firm’s marginal cost.

1A good rule of thumb is that almost every game has an odd number of equilibria.
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4. Suppose that when it comes to paying for yogurt, people simply buy the cheapest one
and flip a coin between brands if prices happen to be the same. Last year, in the town
of Comala, there was only 1 brand of yogurt, Yoblait. The total demand for yogurt is
Q = 50 − 10P (in thousands of units per week), and Yoblait’s marginal cost is equal
to $1.

(a) * What quantity and price did Yoblait chose as the monopolist?

Yoblait will equate its marginal cost, with its marginal revenue, MR = 5 − 1
5
Q

and MC = 1, thus Qm = 20 and P = 3.

This year Chopani entered the market and the two brands compete a la Bertrand.

(b) * Suppose that Chopani’s is not as efficient in producing yogurt so its marginal
cost is $3.50. What is the NE?

The Nash equilibrium is not unique, but it is of the following form: (PY , PC) =
(3, x) where x > 3. Therefore, Yoblait charges its preferred price (as if they were
monopolist) and it is a best response for Chopani to not sell any units so they
charge a bigger price.

(c) * What is the NE if Chopani finds a way to bring its marginal cost down to $2?
Is there a tension between simplifying assumptions and practical intuition?

The Nash equilibrium does not exists. You might think that it is optimal for
Yoblait to charge 1.99 in order to steal all the market and for Chopani to not sell
any unit (say by setting a price equal to $2. However, technically speaking, we
are allowing prices to be any positive real number, so there would be a profitable
deviation for Yoblait by choosing a price equal to 1.999 or any other larger prize
strictly below 2. We assumed prices are any real number so that we can take
derivatives whenever needed, but sometimes it leads to practical problems.

One way to resolve this nuisance is to assume that if both firms charge the same
price, the firm with the lowest marginal cost keeps all the market. With this
slight modification, the NE is now both firms charging a price of $2.

(d) Suppose that a third firm could invest $50, 000 to develop a technology to produce
yogurt at a marginal cost of $1. Do you expect the firm to make the investment?

No, the firm will invest $50, 000 to develop the technology, but having a marginal
cost of $1 leads to a NE where both firms choose a price equal to $1 and make
zero profits. Thus the firm does not recover its investment.

5. In Madison some people prefer their their food very spicy and some people prefer it to
be non-spicy. Suppose that, in the scale from [0, 1] of how spicy people like their food,
preferences are distributed uniformly. For simplicity suppose there are 2 restaurants,
one that sells food that is considered 60% spicy and one that is considered not be spicy
at all. If a consumer has a preferred level of spiciness x and pays p for food that is α
spicy, her utility is 15− p− c(x− α)2, where c is a parameter that controls how much
people dislike eating food that is either too hot or too mild with respect to their value
x. Firms choose their prices and then consumers chose where to eat.

(a) * Suppose that c = 5 and both restaurants charge 8 dollars per meal. How many
costumers will each restaurant serve?
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Since prices are the same, consumers will go to the closest restaurant (in terms
of preferences). Thus the restaurant at 0 serves 30% of the market and the other
restaurant serves 70%.

(b) * Find each firm’s best response as a function of the other firm’s choice of price.
Hint: Do you expect people who really like spicy food to go to the restaurant
with α = 0?

The consumer that is indifferent between the two restaurants defines the market
share of each and it depends on prices. This indifferent consumer is x0 = 3

10
−p1−p2

6
.

where the index 1 refers to the restaurant at zero and the index 2 to the restaurant
at 0.6. Thus the best responses are

p∗1(p2) =
9

10
+

1

2
p2

p∗2(p1) =
27

10
+

1

2
p1

(c) * Solve for the NE. What happens with the prices and the number of people
served when c increases? Interpret.

NE = {(p1, p2) = (3, 4.2)}.
For general transportation cost c, the indifferent consumer is at

x0(p1, p2, c) =
3

10
+

5(p2 − p1)
6c

and the optimal prices are

p∗1(c) =
13

25
c, p∗2(c) =

17

25
c.

If we plug these equations into the equation for x0, we get that x0(c) = 13
30

, a
constant.

Therefore, the prices of both firms increase with c, and the second firm’s price
increases more than firm’s 1 price when c increases. however, the equilibrium
market share for each firm is unaffected. One interpretation is that c measures
the local monopoly power that firms have. For consumers located close to them,
buying from another firm is costly, and it is more costly the higher the value of
c. When c goes up, firms can charge higher prices. In contrast when c = 0, there
is no local monopoly power and firms choose prices equal to their marginal cost.
In this case zero.

(d) Which restaurant do you expect to increase their profits by making their food
more spicy? Confirm this by increasing the spiciness of their food by 0.1 in the
scale.

The restaurant at zero will benefit from increasing the spiciness. Note that all
consumers with a taste for spicy food larger than 0.6 will definitely still buy
from the restaurant at 0.6 if she made the food more spicy, however, ceteris
paribus, some people with taste below 0.6 will switch form consuming at the
second restaurant to consuming at the first one. In contrast for restaurant 1,
making more spicy food only allows them to capture more consumers with taste
between 0 and 0.6. In fact when the firms are located at 0.1 and at 0.6 the
indifferent consumer is at 9

20
> 13

30
. SO the first firm increases its market share.
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Auctions: Competition between buyers.

6. Consider a modification to the traditional English auction. Instead of people shouting
out their bids sequentially, every bidders starts with their hand raised. The auctioneer
then calls out a relatively low price and increases it slowly. People can lower their
hands whenever they want, the auction stops the moment there is only one hand
raised. That person wins the item and pays the price that made the last person(s)
lower their hand(s).

(a) * Find the strategy that is weakly dominant for any player with valuation vi,
regardless of what the other player’s valuations are.

It is weakly dominant to leave your arm up until the auctioneer raises the price
above your valuation. That way if you win, the price is below you valuation, and
if you lose, is because the price was higher of your valuation, regardless of the
strategies of other senders.

(b) * Is this auction efficient? I.e. is the good always assigned to the person that
values it the most?

Yes, if every player follows their weakly dominant strategy, then the player with
the highest valuation will always win the good.

(c) * What is the revenue of the seller will get if valuations are common knowledge?
what if instead the seller didn’t know the valuations, but he knew how many
buyers where bidding for it and had a belief about the values of their valuations?

The seller will get the second highest valuation regardless of whether these are
common knowledge, or uncertain. The only difference is that in the first case the
seller knows for sure the revenue that will be obtained. In contrast, in the second
one, the seller can only make expectations about the revenue from the auction.
This will be the expected value of the second highest valuation given that there
are N bidders, whose valuations are believed to have some known values with
some probability.

7. * Argue that in a first-price auction bidding something bigger than or equal to your
valuation is a weakly dominated strategy regardless of whether you know the other
player’s valuations or not.

Bidding a number strictly higher than your valuation leads to either a negative profit
(in case of winning) or a zero profit (in case of losing). Similarly, bidding exactly your
valuation guaranties a profit of zero both when you win and when you lose. In contrast,
bidding something lower than your valuation dominates either of these two previous
strategies. It leads to a zero profit if you lose, and a positive profit if you win.

8. Is the logic of the previous question valid for a Dutch auction? You can think of the
bid as the value at which you raise your hand.

Yes, raising your hand when the price is at or above your valuation, guaranties a non-
positive profit, while raising it when it is a little below your valuation sometimes leads
to a positive profit.

9. It the logic from question 7 still valid for a second-price auction?
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No. both bidding at or even a little above of your valuation lead to a positive profit
whenever your bid is the highest and the second highest bid is below your valua-
tion. Note, however, that bidding your own valuation dominates bidding above your
valuation since it guaranties that you lose, whenever winning by bidding above your
valuation leads to a negative profit.

10. Suppose that you are free to design an auction with whatever rules you want. You
are a charitable organization, so you want the auction to be efficient, i.e. to give the
good to the person that values it the most, but you want to give it at the lowest price
possible. Is there an auction that is efficient and gives the good for free? Contrast how
your answer changes when valuations are commonly known to everyone vs when only
each person knows their own valuation.

In several places we have assumed that valuations are commonly known for simplicity
and to be able to solve the game with the tools we have. However, if the auctioneer
simply wanted to allocate the good to the person that values it the most she can simply
do it even without asking for bids. In contrast, if valuations were not known an efficient
auction cannot be free. The price that bidders pay contains the information about who
values it the most.
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